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Joanne Franklin, senior pastor of First Church in Camden, GA, recently ministered on Praise the Lord. Jan’s room, out of the amazing work in New Orleans with aid efforts for victims of Hurricane Katrina. She was also proud to welcome them on Behind the Scenes.

Prophet Kim Clement was a recent guest on Praise the Lord. He shared a prophetic word about the Lord that had gone two back-to-back hurricanes in the U.S. But the glorious word was that out of this judgment would come the “glorious REVIVAL” that America has ever seen!

PLEDGE TODAY FOR SATELLITE! “And I saw another angel fly in the midst of heaven, having the everlasting gospel to preach unto them that are on the earth” (Rev. 14:6). Yes, TBN now has 47 great “angel” satellites feeding direct-to-home satellite receivers, television stations and cable systems worldwide! Please support this great evangelistic outreach—pledge for SATELLITE!

PLEDGE TODAY FOR NEW STATIONS! Please give a “hands on” to TBN’s newest power plant, WAVE-TV 21, in Virginia Beach, VA. Failed to sign on the air early one year. Channel 21 (TBN) great family of television stations and cable affiliates now reaching nearly 36 million American households. Please pledge to help keep YOUR TBN growing and reaching more souls for the Kingdom of God!

PLEDGE TODAY FOR MISSIONS! We received word from Pastor Igor Nikolkin, TBN’s Russian coordinator (pictured with Paul) that he has received a request to provide satellite receiving dishes in EVERY prison in Latvia, Estonia and Lithuania, and also in UKRAINE! Prison officials in those countries have seen the difference Christian television makes in the lives of the inmates. Shall we help provide those dishes?

PLEDGE TODAY FOR MEASONS! Johns, Pusan, the Middle East, Europe and beyond...opportunities for the Gospel are greater than ever as people all over this earth seek for answers to the coming events that Jesus can give! Will you help YOUR TBN reach the masses of humanity in these great last days of God’s world?

PLEDGE TODAY FOR SOULS! The marry ship “Hoga” has been anchored off Mon Tipton and Paul TBN has partnered with Friends Ship and other ministries to help with the massive relief efforts in New Orleans and other Gulf region areas struck by Hurricane Katrina.

PLEDGE TODAY FOR PRAY the Lord! Once again, I point to you the awesome signs to look for that would indicate the nearness of Jesus. How many of those signs have we seen? Do you see the irony of all this?—and hear the glorious word was that out of this judgment would come the “glorious REVIVAL” that America has ever seen!

PLEDGE TODAY FOR PRAISE the Lord! We received word from Pastor Igor Nikolkin, TBN’s Russian coordinator (pictured with Paul) that he has received a request to provide satellite receiving dishes in EVERY prison in Latvia, Estonia and Lithuania, and also in UKRAINE! Prison officials in those countries have seen the difference Christian television makes in the lives of the inmates. Shall we help provide those dishes?

PLEDGE TODAY FOR PRAISE THE LAMB! As we are saved we are still in this world. The Prophecy of Daniel 12:12 says, “Many shall run to and fro as the wind, and the knowledge of the holy shall be increased.” This is just one of the many African nations, plus other nations around the earth, where the AIDS epidemic is rampant!

But if you think we have had it bad so far, according to the prophets of Isaiah, we haven’t seen anything yet! Now, let me assure you here that this is not a down-

PLEDGE TODAY FOR PRAISE THE LAMB! Many would say “what do we have to do to be saved?” Do our crucifixion? Yes, TBN is reaching souls in some of the most remote areas on earth! Shall we help keep the steady supply of satellite dishes in the prisons of the world?

PLEDGE TODAY FOR NEW STATIONS! We received word from Pastor Igor Nikolkin, TBN’s Russian coordinator (pictured with Paul) that he has received a request to provide satellite receiving dishes in EVERY prison in Latvia, Estonia and Lithuania, and also in UKRAINE! Prison officials in those countries have seen the difference Christian television makes in the lives of the inmates. Shall we help provide those dishes?

PLEDGE TODAY FOR MISSIONS! We received word from Pastor Igor Nikolkin, TBN’s Russian coordinator (pictured with Paul) that he has received a request to provide satellite receiving dishes in EVERY prison in Latvia, Estonia and Lithuania, and also in UKRAINE! Prison officials in those countries have seen the difference Christian television makes in the lives of the inmates. Shall we help provide those dishes?

JOE TIPTON, Of FRIEND SHIPS, and Paul in front of “ANGEL ONE,” the helicopter donated by TBN, which is being used for relief efforts in New Orleans.

LIFT UP YOUR HEADS AND REJOICE! "AND WHEN THESE THINGS BEGIN TO COME TO PASS, THEN LOOK UP, AND LIFT UP YOUR HEADS, FOR YOUR REDEMPTION DRAWETH NIGH." Luke 21:28

Rapture! Many would say “what do we have to do to be saved?” Do our crucifixion? Yes, TBN is reaching souls in some of the most remote areas on earth! Shall we help keep the steady supply of satellite dishes in the prisons of the world?

PLEDGE TODAY FOR PRAISE THE LAMB! As we are saved we are still in this world. The Prophecy of Daniel 12:12 says, “Many shall run to and fro as the wind, and the knowledge of the holy shall be increased.” This is just one of the many African nations, plus other nations around the earth, where the AIDS epidemic is rampant!

But if you think we have had it bad so far, according to the prophets of Isaiah, we haven’t seen anything yet! Now, let me assure you here that this is not a down-

PLEDGE TODAY FOR PRAISE THE LAMB! Many would say “what do we have to do to be saved?” Do our crucifixion? Yes, TBN is reaching souls in some of the most remote areas on earth! Shall we help keep the steady supply of satellite dishes in the prisons of the world?

PLEDGE TODAY FOR NEW STATIONS! We received word from Pastor Igor Nikolkin, TBN’s Russian coordinator (pictured with Paul) that he has received a request to provide satellite receiving dishes in EVERY prison in Latvia, Estonia and Lithuania, and also in UKRAINE! Prison officials in those countries have seen the difference Christian television makes in the lives of the inmates. Shall we help provide those dishes?

PLEDGE TODAY FOR MISSIONS! We received word from Pastor Igor Nikolkin, TBN’s Russian coordinator (pictured with Paul) that he has received a request to provide satellite receiving dishes in EVERY prison in Latvia, Estonia and Lithuania, and also in UKRAINE! Prison officials in those countries have seen the difference Christian television makes in the lives of the inmates. Shall we help provide those dishes?

PLEDGE TODAY FOR SOULS! Last year Paul traveled to Baghdad, Iraq where he met a number of our brave troops. Many of them had watched TBN either in the U.S. and/or in Iraq! Yes, TBN is reaching souls in some of the “deshumanize” parts of the earth! Please pledge to keep our steady supply of satellite dishes going around the world!

PLEDGE TODAY FOR PRAY the Lord! Once again, I point to you the awesome signs to look for that would indicate the nearness of Jesus. How many of those signs have we seen? Do you see the irony of all this?—and hear the glorious word was that out of this judgment would come the “glorious REVIVAL” that America has ever seen!
From Egypt: “This channel brought me back to Jesus. I knew He loved me, but I didn’t realize that He died for me. I learned from you that God’s love is real and that He — not your sin — is the reason for your death. I’m praying to give my life to Jesus now.”

From India: “I watched your programme through TBN Channel. It’s very convincing to me. All the messages telecasted in TBN channel taught me in believing in Lord Jesus Christ. I feel I am saved.”

From Egypt: “I have been waiting for the opportunity to speak to God – A.S.”

From U.S.A.: “I am currently dealing with a serious health condition, but I feel that I need to get myself spiritually speaking, this place is not dry desert. I managed to pull in a station with a beautiful satellite and suddenly, Joel Osteen was showing me a small studio TV screen. I could just feel the presence all of my Lord Jesus Christ. For the first time, I felt saved and happy. I have been following Mr. Joel Osteen morning every though I have alone in the desert, 1,000 miles away from my family, friends and church family. Please thank the staff for all their hard work. I know it’s expensive and I am sincerely grateful for your commitment to global ministry. I can’t thank you enough. Joel and Jon, for me it is a thinking spiritual oasis in an otherwise not dry desert.”